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Welcome To Deception Angling
Providing the best quality terminal tackle is our ultimate priority. We 
pride ourselves on producing the best tungsten putty on the market 
and of course being the ‘Home of the hand checked hooks’

We are family owned and operated by 
pro fisherman

Based in Chesterfield in the United Kingdom, all our staff have a wealth 
of knowledge and experience. Please feel free to contact us for any 

advice or more information on any of our fantastic range of products.
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SWG TWISTER
The SWG Twister is an extremely versatile hook pattern suitable for a wide 
range of both bottom bait and pop-up rigs. Featuring a straight point, 
squared shank and a 5° in-turned eye. These attributes, along with its wide 
gape, aid in turning and hooking potential. Available in both micro barbed 
and barbless. Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare 
Teflon finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 2,4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

Twg
The TWG features a slightly increased in-turned eye creating a quicker 
turning capability. Its beaked point provides a more secure hook hold, 
especially when barbless is the only option. It’s a great all-rounder suitable 
for many rig types but is most effective for hair and blowback rigs using a 
soft mono, coated or uncoated braid. Available in both micro barbed and 
barbless. Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare 
Teflon finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 2,4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

spc
The straight point chod is becoming increasingly popular with our 
customers, with its 1° out-turned eye and dumpy point, it differs slightly to 
our other chod patterns but still excels in its class when fishing over weed, 
silt or any other type of lake bed with buoyant hookbaits. Available in both 
micro barbed and barbless. Produced from high carbon Japanese steel 
with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest 
quality.
»   Available in sizes 4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

D - XCURVE
With the curveshank pattern being so versatile and suitable for so many rig 
types and fishing situations, it's no surprise its popularity has soared over 
the years. The X-Curve has a naturally aggressive design providing an 
excellent hook hold as well as maximising turning and hooking potential. 
With it being so many anglers “go to” hook pattern, not only is it excellent 
for bottom bait rigs such as hair rigs, KD rigs and German rigs, they’re also 
essential in the make-up of pop-up rigs like the Ronnie rig for example. 
Available in both micro barbed and barbless. Produced from high carbon 
Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All hand checked to ensure 
the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 2,4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack
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D - CRK
The D - Crank pattern has a very wide gape, in-turned eye and an 
off-set beaked point. Its curved shank and in-turned eye give it a 
significantly aggressive turning and hooking potential without the need 
for a kicker or line aligner. Its off-set, beaked point also contributes to a 
more secure hook hold. The D - Crank is most effective with bottom 
bait and wafter rigs such the German and hair rig presentations. 
Available in both micro barbed and barbless. Produced from high 
carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All hand checked 
to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

STANDARD CHOD
The standard Chod hook features a 5° out-turned eye enabling it to sit at 
a more aggressive angle. The eye itself is big enough to pass a stiff rig 
filament through 3 times when being used for a D-rig presentation, 
alternatively its highly suited for use on the Multi rig. Its wide gape and 
slightly beaked point will also provide a strong and secure hook hold. 
Available in both micro barbed and barbless. Produced from high carbon 
Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All hand checked to 
ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 6 and 8
»   10 per pack

CHOD CRK
The Chod Crank has a much wider gape than the standard Chod hook as 
well as an off-set hook point not only maximising hooking potential but 
also making ejection much more unlikely. It's out-turned eye makes it 
hugely effective for pop-up and buoyant bait rigs such as Chod rigs, stiff 
hinge rigs and multi rigs. Available in both micro barbed and barbless. 
Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon 
finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

LONGSHANK
Due to its extended shank, the Longshank pattern is perfect when fishing 
with larger hookbaits such as double boilie, maggot clips or a Snowman 
presentation to name a few. They are often utilised for D-rig set-ups or for 
use with our D-rig aligners. When used with our kickers or D-rig aligners, 
the turning speed is hugely increased. They are an ideal hook pattern for 
the Multi rig, blowback rig and slip-d rig. Available in both micro barbed 
and barbless. Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare 
Teflon finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 2,4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack
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CHOD SWG
The Chod SWG has a square shaped shank and a longer straight hook 
point. Its longer point and wide gape maximises hooking potential and 
a deeper and more secure hold as well as having the benefits of our 
standard Chod hook. Available in both micro barbed and barbless. 
Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon 
finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

CONTINENTAL X-SNAG
Made with a super strong, heavier gauge wire, the Continental X has become very popular for 
anglers fishing abroad as well as being utilised on many big fish waters in the Uk. They have also 
proved to be very beneficial when snag fishing or generally weedy or snaggy venues. Available 
in micro barbed. Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All 
hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 2,4 and 6
»   10 per pack

STANDARD WIDE GAPE
Our standard Wide Gape hooks are another popular pattern due to 
their versatility and reliability. Suitable for both bottom bait set-ups 
and pop-up or buoyant bait presentations. Having a beaked point, they 
provide a more secure hook hold when having to fish barbless venues 
as well as aided with hook penetration. They are also popular when 
fishing over gravel beds as the beaked point minimises blunting on the 
retrieve. Available in both micro barbed and barbless. Produced from 
high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All hand 
checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 4,6 and 8
»   10 per pack

ZWG
The ZWG is a wide gape Zig hook with a slightly beaked point. 
Complemented by the Deception zig aligners, for when the conditions 
are right for the fish to be in the mid to upper layers. A great method 
during the colder months as well as in the spring and summer when 
naturals are in abundance. Available in both micro barbed and barbless. 
Produced from high carbon Japanese steel with an anti-glare Teflon 
finish. All hand checked to ensure the highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 8 and 10
»   10 per pack
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Plastic Components
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LEAD CLIPS
Our lead clip systems consist of the lead clip itself, tail rubbers and 
T-pegs. They are designed to be durable yet flexible in the event 
of you wishing to cut or trim the components to better suit 
your fishing circumstance. Tail rubbers can be trimmed to 
allow the lead to drop, equally so can the lead clip arm. They 
can be used with or without the T-pegs depending on whether 
you want to fish a fixed or free-running set-up. They are 
compatible with any size 8 standard or quick-change swivel.
»   Available in Weed green, Camo brown, Trans green and Trans 
brown.
»   10 complete systems per pack

PLASTIC BAITS SCREWS
Our plastic bait screws, being lighter than our micro swivel 
screws, allow for a more natural movement in the water. 
Simple to use, they can be used with most baits such as boilies, 
pop-ups, wafters, nuts, soft pellets and most artificial baits. 
They can be used on almost any rig set-up and are easily 
mounted to D-rig aligners or directly to the hook with a shank bead.
»   Available in Trans clear, Pink and Yellow
»   10 per pack

360° PLASTIC BAIT SCREW
Our standard plastic bait screw with a micro ring swivel insert 
makes for a full rotation of the mounted bait, giving the hook 
a faster turning ability and a more natural lie when settled on 
the lake bed.
»   Available in clear only
»   10 per pack

SILICONE SLEEVES
Another very versatile addition to the Deception range. It's 
perfect for covering end tackle components such as swivels and 
quick links as well as protecting knots. Not only can it reduce 
drag when distance fishing making everything more 
streamline, but it also provides good concealment helping the 
rig blend into the lake bed.
»   Available in Green and Brown
»   20 per pack
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MINI ANTI-TANGLE SLEEVES
The mini anti-tangle sleeve is great for the shorter rig type and 
for solid bag fishing. Their soft supple design allows them so 
be easily slid over the Deception quick-change swivels and 
quick links.
»   Available in Weed green and Camo brown
»   25 per pack

SHANK BEADS
Shank beads are most commonly used on the Ronnie/360° spinner 
rig and the German rig presentation. They provide a secure and 
durable buffer on the hook shank to hold your bait screw or 
micro ring swivel in place but at the same time allowing the 
hook bait plenty of natural movement. They are simple to use 
and provide a tight fit on any hook pattern.
»   Available in Trans clear and Trans green
»   20 per pack

RIG ALIGNERS
Rig aligners are perfect for using on hooks that don’t necessarily 
have a naturally aggressive hooking angle. Other uses include 
increasing the turning capability of the hook, conceal the knot 
and hook eye and most importantly create that aggressive 
hooking angle. They are flexible and durable and generally 
improve the effectiveness of most modern day rigs.
»   Available in non-reflective Trans green and Trans brown
»   10 per pack

SHRINK TUBING
Shrink tubing has become a vital component for the modern day angler. Its uses 
include concealment of end tackle components such as Ronnie swivels, 
ensuring fish safety once in the net. Other uses include extending 
the hook shank when applied over the hook eye creating a wider 
area for hook penetration. Bending the tubing whilst heating 
provides a “kicker” effect which aids in the speed of the hook 
turning. Other than creating more efficient rig mechanics for 
a more effective rig, they are flexible, durable and long lasting. 
They provide good protection against abrasion on knots and 
hook links and can be shrunk with hot liquids, steam from the 
kettle or even with a naked flame when the hook link isn't in close 
proximity.
»   Available in clear, green, brown and black
»   8 per pack
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ANTI-TANGLE SLEEVES
Anti-tangles sleeves are very effective at minimising tangles when 
casting by “kicking” the rig away from the mainline in addition to 
pushing out your rig when settling on the lake bed maximising 
effectiveness and presentation. The sleeves also eliminate 
any potential abrasion to the hook link from leads with a 
rough coating. The standard anti-tangle sleeves also share the 
same benefits as our mini anti-tangle sleeves.
»   Available in Weed green, Camo brown, Trans green and Trans 
brown
»   15 per pack

BUFFER BEADS
The buffer bead is best known for its use on helicopter rigs and 
running rigs, as well as being a good component for the 
protection of links and knots. The supple and durable design 
allows them to be stretched over swivels, lead eyes and quick 
links. They are also good for preventing any damage from the 
lead on the last few millimetres of leader material.
»   Available in Green, Brown, Trans green and Trans brown
»   10 per pack

TAPERED CHOD BEADS
Tapered chod beads are an essential component for the 
presentation of helicopter and chod set-ups. The tapered hole 
ensures a one-way snug fit over the leader silicone as well as 
enabling the bead to discharge under pressure. They also aid 
in the hooking ability when the rig is free running in addition 
to being moveable to any position on the leader depending on 
what type of lake bed you are fishing over.
»   Available in Trans green and Trans brown
»   Size 6mm
»   20 per pack

POP-UP CORN
Pop-up corn has long been popular in the range of artificial 
baits. They can be used on their own or alternatively as a 
“topper” in presentations like the Snowman rig for example. 
They can be very effective during the colder months when 
smaller offerings can be the difference between pinching the 
wariest of fish or going home empty handed. Deception pop-up 
corn has been designed with a bait stop groove providing the 
neatest possible presentation.
»   Available in Pink, Yellow and Red or in a mixed pack
»   10 per pack
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RUNNING RIG
The running rig set-up is most beneficial during the colder months 
or on venues with wary, hook shy fish and delicate bites. The 
mechanics of this set-up give you a much better indication 
when the hook bait is picked up as the lead does not need to 
move for you to get an indication. The running rig is one of the 
safest methods as if there is a break in the mainline the lead 
will drop instantly. Another benefit to the running rig is when a 
fish is on, it can't use the lead to shake the hook free.
»   Available in Green and Brown
»   4 per pack

STANDARD BOILIE STOPS
These small grooved pieces of plastic, when used in conjunction 
with the hair loop, are designed to hold your chosen hook bait 
in place.
»   Available in clear only
»   2 strips per pack

HAIR EXTENDER STOPS
An alternative to the standard boilie stops, the extender stops allow 
you to increase the gap between hook and hook bait without the 
need to change your rig. The arrow design provides a much 
more secure hold in comparison to quick stops and standard 
bait stops.
»   Available in clear only
»   2 strips per pack

WORM ALIGNERS
The worm aligner can be used as another variation of the rig aligner, 
kicker or shrink tube to give a more aggressive hooking angle, as 
well as imitating a natural food source along side your chosen 
hook bait. The soft, supple but durable material allows an easy 
mount over the hook eye and can be used on most rig types 
and with buoyant or bottom baits.
»   Available in Red, Yellow, Black, Trans green, Trans brown 
or 
     in a mixed pack
»   10 per pack
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COLOURED KICKERS
The coloured kickers provide an aggressive hooking angle to all 
hook patterns as well as maintaining that angle and hook in 
place once the fish is hooked. The added benefit of these 
kickers is they complement the colour of your chosen hook 
bait giving a more natural appearance along with concealing 
the knot and hook eye making your presentation less visible.
»   Available in Pink, Yellow and Red
»   10 per pack
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SILICONE TUBING
Deception silicone tubing has many uses including protecting the 
line above the lead from abrasion, cut-offs and tangles. Its 2mm 
diameter also allows it to be used as a bead stop on leaders 
and is great for using on the hook for trapping the hair for a 
more effective hooking potential.
»   Available in Weed green, Camo brown, Silt grey, Trans 
      green and Trans brown
»   Diameter 2mm
»   Length 2 metres
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TUNGSTEN PUTTY
Deception Tungsten putty is up there with some of the best on the 
market. Its super sticky, heavy yet pliable formulation benefits a 
multitude of rigs and adheres to most types of hooklink 
material. Whether being used to balance hook baits or simply 
to pin down rig materials or hooks, it will hold its shape and 
position giving you peace of mind that your presentation is 
correct even when fishing at distance. It will also aid in the 
hooking potential when used along the hooklink.
»   Available in Weed green, Camo brown and Silt grey

TUNGSTEN TUBING
For use above your lead clip or in-line lead set-up, pinning down 
the last foot or two of your mainline for extra concealment. A 
safer alternative to braided leaders minimising any potential 
damage to fish as well as allowing the mainline to pull through 
in the event of a break off. It also shares the benefits of our 
silicone tubing, reducing the chance of tangles and line 
abrasion.
»   Available in Weed green, Camo brown and Silt grey
»   Length 2 metres

TUNGSTEN ANTI-TANGLE SLEEVES
Our Tungsten anti-tangle sleeves have all the benefits of our 
standard sleeves but with the added advantage of the 
tungsten properties, giving them extra downforce keeping 
everything pinned down for ultimate concealment.
»   Available in Silt grey
»   10 per pack

TUNGSTEN RIG ALIGNERS
These aligners fit firmly over all Deception hook patterns. In 
addition to a faster sinking hook bait, they also provide a 
quicker “turn” when picked up and a more secure hook hold 
due to their weight as well as giving you the benefits of our 
standard rig aligners.
»   Available in Silt grey
»   10 per pack
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TUNGSTEN RIG SINKERS
The tungsten rig sinkers are deigned to keep the rig pinned down 
a swell as giving the hook a downforce effect when picked up, 
increasing the chance of the hook setting. A great alternative 
to tungsten putty when being used on smoother hook links 
like fluorocarbon. They can also be used as a mount for 
tungsten putty when additional weight is required.
»   Available in Silt grey
»   Size medium
»   9 per pack

TUNGSTEN CHOD BEADS
The tungsten chod bead shares all the attributes and benefits of our 
standard chod beads but with the added tungsten properties. 
They are best used when you need to pin down your leader 
when fishing chod and helicopter set-ups, matching the 
contour of the lake bed for ultimate concealment.
»   Available in Silt grey
»   Size 6mm
»   10 per pack

NAKED CHOD KIT (TUNGSTEN)
The Deception tungsten naked chod kit offers the optimum of 
concealment. The tungsten properties ensure everything is pinned 
down to the lake bed minimising the “spooking" of wary fish. The 
components are designed to slide off in the unfortunate event 
of a break off, as fish safety is paramount, it couldn’t be safer. 
Being a naked set-up, these components are to be applied 
directly to the mainline.
»   Available in Silt grey
»   9 per pack
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Ascent Zig Range
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ASCENT ZIG KIT
We’ve put together a kit for your convenience featuring selected 
components from our ascent range making it even easier for 
you to get amongst those fish in the upper layers. Each kit 
contains 1 foam stick in each colour, 2 zig aligners in each 
colour and 1 foam loading tool.
»   Colours available – Pink, Yellow, Black and Orange

ZIG ALIGNERS
Zig aligners are designed to push over the hook eye when fishing a zig 
rig presentation. The flexible and durable material grips the zig 
foam or buoyant hook bait of your choosing, firmly. The unique 
design keeps the hook and bait in line and provides an 
aggressive hooking angle.
»   Available in Pink, Yellow, Black and Orange
»   8 per pack

ZIG FOAM
Deception zig foam is not only super buoyant but also extremely 
versatile. Being the perfect accompaniment to our zig aligners 
they are excellent for balancing hook baits and giving pop-ups 
and wafters the “turbo” effect. Whether being used for zig 
fishing or bait balancing they are easily cut down for any 
occasion, adding to their versatility.
»   Available in Pink, Yellow, Black and Orange
»   4 sticks per pack
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TRANZLUSION LEADERS
Made from 100% fluorocarbon, these leaders are supple and 
heavy sinking well and hugging the lake bottom. Due to the 
fluorocarbon property, our tranzlusion leaders are invisible 
when in water making them exceptional when fishing big fish 
venues eliminating “spooking” of wary or hook shy fish. With 
their weighted and sleek design our leaders also cast 
extremely well making them suitable for fishing at any range.
»   Length 1 metre

LOWDOWN LEADERS
The Lowdown leaders are a tungsten/poly combination. This design 
allows for great casting as well as being heavy, letting them sink 
fast and hug the lake bed for a tidy line lay and presentation. 
Although heavy, they have a low diameter and a 65lb breaking 
strain.
»   Available in Green and Brown
»   Length 1 metre
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METAL BAIT SCREWS
The metal bait screw offers an alternate variation for attaching 
the bait directly to the hook shank when used with our shank 
beads or D-rig aligners. They can be used for any hook bait but 
come into own when used on much harder baits like hard 
hookers and Tiger nuts. Extremely quick and easy to use 
ensuring you can get your bait back on the spot in that all 
important “bite time” window. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available with an oval or round link loop
»   10 per pack

ROUND O-RINGS
The round O-rings have a variety of uses such as mounting baits on 
certain rigs. When used in conjunction with our shank beads, 
they enable a natural movement of the hook bait when used on 
D-rig and German rig presentations as well as being a vital 
component in the Blowback rig mechanics, enabling the hook 
bait to slide up and down the hook shank. Finished in an 
anti-glare coating.
»   Available in sizes 2mm and 4.4mm
»   20 per pack

OVAL RIG RINGS
A different variation of the round O-rings. These can be used for 
many rig applications when mounting a variety of bottom baits 
as well as buoyant and semi-buoyant baits to rigs such as the 
German rig, Ronnie/360° spinner rig and Chod rigs to name a 
few. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in size 4.5mm
»   20 per pack

QUICK LINKS
Perfect for quickly changing rigs without the need of a 
quick-change swivel or re-tying knots. The sleek design enables 
the rig to be pulled through pva mesh and fits securely into our 
anti-tangle sleeves ensuring a tidy and safe rig and bait 
presentation. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in sizes small and medium
»   20 per pack
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QUICK CHANGE SWIVEL
Quick-change swivels are perfect for switching between rigs with 
minimal time and effort. They can be mounted on to your leader 
or mainline when fishing a helicopter set-up or alternatively 
on to the end of your mainline and pushing into any standard 
lead clip or in-line lead. Use with our standard or mini 
anti-tangle sleeves for a secure and tidy presentation. 
Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in sizes 8 and 11
»   10 per pack

STANDARD SWIVEL
With its huge range of uses, the standard swivel needs no 
introduction. From tying rigs, attaching rigs to the mainline or 
using a micro swivel to mount a hook bait, it’s a vital component 
in every angler's tackle box. Its freely rotating rings either side 
of a central barrel also prevents line twisting and minimises 
tangles. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in size 8
»   10 per pack

RING SWIVEL
Ring swivels can be used on a variety of rigs but are essential when 
fishing the Chod or Helicopter set-up. Like the standard swivel, 
its 360° rotation prevents line twist and minimises tangles and 
with the added ring, it allows your rig and hook bait a greater 
and more natural movement when travelling up and down the 
line or leader material. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in sizes 8 and 11
»   10 per pack

MICRO RING SWIVEL
With its compact, strong and lightweight design, the micro ring 
swivel has become hugely popular. Its main use being for 
mounting hook baits on a wide range of rigs such as the Chod 
rig, Ronnie rig, D-rig and German rig to name a few. They can 
be applied directly to the hook shank accompanied by a shank 
bead as well as being popular with the D-rig and D-rig 
aligners. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in sizes 20 and 22
»   10 per pack
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QUICK-CHANGE RING SWIVEL
Most commonly used for mounting rigs to your line or leader 
when fishing the Helicopter set-up, although they are a very 
popular component for the makeup of the Ronnie rig. The 
quick-change feature allows rigs to be changed quickly and 
efficiently without the need to re-tie knots. Use with 
Deception anti-tangle sleeves for a safe and secure 
presentation. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in sizes 8 and 11
»   10 per pack

SPINNER SWIVEL
The spinner swivel is one of the newest products in the Deception 
range. Its design now allows the make up of 360° spinner and 
Ronnie rigs even quicker and easier. With the swivel hook 
being straight, there is no need to open the wire to mount 
your hook. Just join swivel to hook then slip over your shrink 
tubing to secure the set-up. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Available in size 11
»   10 per pack

MAGGOT CLIP
Maggot clips can be a deadly addition to your rig all year round but have 
become extremely popular during the colder months. Once 
unclipped, the design allows you to mount multiple maggots. 
Then clip back together to secure the bait and you're ready to 
fish. The clips can be attached straight to the hair, or 
alternatively, directly to the hook using a micro ring swivel 
and shank bead. Finished in an anti-glare coating.
»   Size medium
»   10 per pack

THREADER WIRE
The perfect solution for threading your mainline through your 
silicone or tungsten tubing, making setting up that little bit 
quicker, especially after a break off. An essential piece of kit 
when threading that stubborn, twisted or curled line.
»   Length 110cm
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RONNIE RIGS
Weve put together these pre-made Ronnie systems to save time on 
the initial set-up or if the worst happens and you have to 
re-tackle a rod, it will certainly speed up the process. Just add 
your hook link material and choice of weight and you're away. 
We’ve given you the choice to have it come with a bait screw 
or micro ring swivel, micro barbed or barbless, whatever suits 
your preference. Produced from high carbon Japanese steel 
with an anti-glare Teflon finish. All hand checked to ensure the 
highest quality.
»   Available in sizes 4 and 6
»   3 rigs per pack
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T-Shirts
»   Printed logo's on the shoulder and the back.
»   100% cotton
»   Available in sizes: XS,S,M,L,XL,2XL,3XL,5XL

Stay comfortable at the bank! 
»  Our clothing is made by the highest standards possible
»  Top quality printing and sturdy but soft materials ensure 
    a comfortable wearability.
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Hoodie
»   High quality printed logo's on the shoulder and the back.
»   70% cotton, 30% poly
»   290 gr.
»   Normal fitting
»   Heavy duty materials , cords and collars.
»   Available in sizes XS,S,M,L,XL,2XL,3XL,5XL
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beanie
»   One size fits all.
»   Top quality embroidery on the front.

Be warm and stylish.
»  Our headwear is as good as it gets!
»  The range consists of 2 different style of caps and a 
     comfortable warm beanie.
»  Top quality printing and superb embroidery that will last.
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Snapback
»   Frontside embroidered logo
»   One size fits all.
»   Fully adjustable

Truckercap
»   Frontside embroidered logo
»   One size fits all
»   Fully adjustable
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contact us at

info@deceptionangling.co.uk

01246 767812

Deception Angling, 61a m1 commerce park 
chesterfield s44 5hs


